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Foster Tails

Some of you may remember our
furry friend, Phil. He was
abandoned in the neighbouring
parking lot in 2018. Phil currently
resides in a foster home where he
has made great strides losing some
excess weight, though his new
family will need to closely monitor
his diet so he can continue to move
towards his ideal figure.
He is a very playful three year old
gentleman in great health who
prefers short petting sessions while
Above: Phil
rubbing your legs as he's passing by. Below: Songs for the Stray Table
If you have any questions about
Phil, please give Shelby a call at the
shelter at 204-888-2266.

Songs for the Stray
Eye and Ear Control Records put on
a pawsome benefit concert in
support of the ARC. Man Candy,
Satanic Rights, and Rock Lake
played some rockin' tunes, and
we're devilishly grateful for the
$666 raised by the door alone! With
the proceeds from the concert,
raffle and donations, nearly $1000
was raised. The ARC is extremely
grateful for the generosity and
support of the Punk-Rock
community. Thank you to Eye and
Ear Control for hosting, and to all
those in attendence.
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Getting Hot & Bothered

It's critical to take safety
precautions during the summer
months to prevent heatstroke for
ourselves and our doggy friends.
Unlike us, dogs have fur coats
which make it difficult to cool
down. Dogs can sweat through their
paw pads, but primarily rely on
panting to cool down.
Heatstroke can affect all dogs, but
especially those short nosed,
senior, obese, or those with thick
fur. Symptoms of heatstroke vary,
commonly including excessive
panting, drooling, red gums,
vomiting, and lethargy.
If your dog shows any of these
symptoms, immediately remove
them from the hot environment and
begin to cool them down.
This can be done by placing them in
an air conditioned area and wiping
them down with cool (never
freezing) water. Then seeking
immediate veterinary attention to
provide further assessment and
medical care. Prevention is always
key with heatstroke so ensuring
that your dog always has access to
water, providing adequate shade,
and never leaving them unattended
in a car will help to keep everyone
calm and cool during these hot
summer months.
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ALYSSA'S

Lemon Lime

Pet Sitting
(204) 461-4479

waltersalyssa@hotmail.com
Facebook: @alyssasanimals

CANINE CHARACTERS

Meet the very beautiful Lemon Lime.
Before Lemon Lime had been rescued
by D'Arcy's ARC in 2013, she had been
abandoned by her previous family and
had some serious human afflicted
wounds that needed immediate
medical attention. Shortly after her
recovery she found her fur-ever
family. Lemon Lime now enjoys
spending her time going on walks,
going to the lake and watching her
human brother play baseball with the
rest of the family. She definitely
knows how to receive all the pets with
her stunning looks and amazing,
bubbly personality. Her adopted family
are very grateful to have such an
incredible dog as part of their family.
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The Canine Character for the
month of August is Becel, a
shepherd mix. At the end of June,
Becel was found roaming in
Easterville, Manitoba and was
brought to us through Manitoba
Underdogs. At a little over a year
old, this handsome fellow can be
found sitting on the laps of the
staff and volunteers at the ARC,
playing with his toys, or waiting
for his next treat.
Becel is a sensitive creature, and
would do well with an active
family who can respect his
personal space when he gets
overwhelmed.
If you have any questions about
Becel, give us a call at the shelter
at (204) 888-2266.

VOLUNTEERS
WANTED

The work we do at D'arcy's ARC wouldn't be possible
without our army of over 70 volunteers.
You wouldn't guess that Dan has only been here 8
short months. Dan volunteers twice a week in the
morning, working with the cats. He is a great team
member as well as fully capable by himself. He is
very conscientious of the health and safety of our
critters, and jumps at the chance to help us out in
any way he can. Thank you, Dan!
Do you want to join the team? We are looking for
volunteers to help in various areas of the shelter,
from animal care to special events.
Volunteer applications can be found at
www.darcysarc.ca or hard copies can be found at
the shelter!

